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Power your way through ordinary and singular points
    Understand differential equations through practical tips and examples    

    Do differential equations cause you distress? No worries! This friendly guide explains this intimidating subject in plain English, walking you step by step through all the key concepts — from linear and separable first order differential equations to higher order equations, power series, and Laplace transforms. You'll find plenty of examples to increase your problem-solving skills and a variety of helpful definitions and explanations to conquer even the toughest differential equations.    

    Discover how to:      

	
        Classify differential equations      

    
	
        Solve with integrating factors      

    
	
        Work with coefficients      

    
	
        Use handy theorems      

    
	
        Have fun with advanced techniques      

    
	
        Apply differential equations in real life      

    


About the Author
   
Steven Holzner is an award-winning author of science, math, and technical books. He got his training in differential equations at MIT and at Cornell University, where he got his PhD. He has been on the faculty at both MIT and Cornell University, and has written such bestsellers as Physics For Dummies and Physics Workbook For Dummies.
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Topgrading, 3rd Edition: The Proven Hiring and Promoting Method That Turbocharges Company PerformancePortfolio Hardcover, 2012

	“BRAD HELPED US DEVELOP THE TOOLS TO PICK A-PLAYER LEADERS AT GE.” —JACK WELCH 






	Great companies, large and small, rise or fall because of their talent; the more high performers on your team, the more successful your organization will be. Of course, that’s easier said than done. Research...
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Making Great Games: An Insider's Guide to Designing and Developing the World's Greatest Video GamesFocal Press, 2010

	Join videogame industry veteran Michael Thornton Wyman on a series of detailed, behind-the-scenes tours with the teams that have made some of the most popular and critically acclaimed videogames of the modern era. Drawing on insider's perspectives from a wide variety of teams, learn about the creation of a tiny, independent game project...
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NTP Security: A Quick-Start GuideApress, 2016

	Learn the risks associated with Network Time Protocol (NTP) security and how to minimize those risks while deploying and managing the protocol. You will be able to reduce the disruption of communication between servers on the network and the risk that the entire network will be taken offline.


	NTP Security: A Quick-Start...
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Celebrities and Crime (Criminal Investigations)Chelsea House Publications, 2008
The public's fascination with celebrities can reach a fever pitch when celebrities commit or are involved in a crime. Famous victims like the Lindbergh baby and Sharon Tate have raised public outcry against the cruel crimes that claimed their lives. And the trials of celebrity criminals such as Jim Bakker and O.J. Simpson are proof that even the...
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WordPress For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The bestselling WordPress guide, fully updated to cover the 2013 enhancements WordPress has millions of users, and this popular guide has sold more than 105,000 copies in its previous editions. With the newest releases of WordPress, author and WordPress expert Lisa Sabin-Wilson has completely updated the book to help you use and understand...
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The Art of SEOO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The book before you is designed to be a complete and thorough education on search engine
	
		optimization for SEO practitioners at all levels. This second edition has been completely
	
		revamped and updated from the first edition, taking into account the changes in the search
	
		engine industry and the rising influence of...
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